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Below is an explanation of the symbols and terms used in the tables of laser diode characteristics.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
The absolute maximum ratings must not be exceeded even momentarily regardless of the external condlflon. The
absolute maximum ratings are specified for a case temperature of Tc ‘25°C

I Parameter lSymbol I Definition I Fig. 9-1 Optical Power Output vs. Forward Currant.

I Maximum allowable instantaneous optical

Optical power ~ PO power output In either continuous or pulse

output

~

operation. Up to this output level, there are
no ktnks In the optical power output vs

forward current curve (Fig. 9-1 ).

Maximum allowable voltage when reverse
Reverse voltage v~ bias IS appked to either the laser diode or

photodlode.

Operating Range of case temperatures within whichTopr the device may be safety operatedtemperature

Storage Range of case temperatures wtthln which
‘Stg the device maybe safely flOttemperature

Case Tc Device temperature measured at the base
temperature of the package
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I Dlfferentlal efficiency

Coherence

Svmbol  I DefinitionI L
IF Current through the forward biased laser diode

-~The boundary between spontaneous emtssion (region A) and stimulated emtsslon
Ith (region B) on the optical power output vs. forward current curve (Fig 10-I). At this point ~

the devtce beains to Droduce laser outout,

lop The forward current through the laser diode necessary for the devtce to produce Its
specified typical optical power output.

The forward voltage across the laser diode when the device produces Its speclfled
J

Vop typical optical power output,

The wavelength of the kght emitted by the laser diode For a single mode d~l
lp the wavelength of the single spectral Ilne of the laser output For a multl-mode device,

thts IS the wavelength of the spectral line with the greatest Intensity (Fig 10-2),

Im

7

The current through the photodiode, at a speclfled reverse bias voltage, when the laser
diode  IS producing its spectfled typical power output

~The laser beam’s full anqular at the half-maximum Intensltv Dolnts (FW—HM), measured
d // , 81 ~ both parallel and perpe;dlcular  to the junction plane (Fig’ 10-3a, b, c) ‘

1011, @l=a+b ~

The far-field patterns may have some Irregularities as shown In Fig 10-4. Any ripple
occuring within 9 degrees of the beam’s maximum tntenslty point in the parallel dlrectlon

I or wlthln It) degrees  tn the perpendicular direction, WIII have a maximum amplltude Of
1250/.  Of the maximum intensltv

The devlat!on of the optical axts of the beam from the mechanical axis of the package,

Id! ,A~L
measured both parallel and perpendicular to the junction plane (Fig 10-3C),

IA@,A@L=~J

j

Displacement otthe  laser diode chip with respect to the devtce package Ax and A y are
Ax, Ay, Az measured as the planer displacement of the chip from the physical axis of the package

Az IS measured perpendicular to the reference plane (Fig 1 o-5).

The  mean value of the Incremental change In optl~al power output for an Incremental
chancgctr forward current (Fig. 10-6)

7,
7–T;

Defined as the attenuation of the visiblkty of Interference fringes, as described on page

- - L -28. A value of 1 Ind!cates Inflnlte coherence, while a value of O Indicates no coherence
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Fig. 10-1 Optical Power Output vs. Forward Current
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Fig. 10-3 Radiation Characteristic and Far-Field Patterns
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Fig. 10-2 Output Spectrum Characteristics
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Electrical Characteristics of Monitor Photodiode

w- Symbo’1  ‘-
Definition .I

Sensltlvlty s

i-.--~a~.  current I []-.. -1

The Incremental change in the monitor photo current for an Incremental change In the laser diode
power output

-AThe current through the reverse biased monitor photod!ode when the laser diode IS not emlttlng

Other Terms

F ‘

‘J~~SymbTParameter

~
Signal to noise

ratio

I

~
Astlgmatlc
distance

Coupllng
efficiency

Numerical
aperture

.

Polarlzatlon
rat 10

I

Beam waist

Charactenstlc
temperature

Thermal
Resistance

SIN

AAs

NA

0)0

To

-.
Definition

Noise IS defined as the fluctuation over time of the Intensity of the laser diode output, when driven
by a DC Input. The signal to noise ratio IS expressed in terms of the mean output
power, P. and the fluctuation W, as

S/N = 10 log (-\p )’ [dB]

Noise Includes, 1 ) mode hopping noise caused by temperature changes at the laser diode
Iunctlon, and 2) optical feedback noise caused by the formation of a complex resonator when
part of the laser beam IS reflected back Into the laser diode. (Page 27).
The laser beam appears to-have different source points for the directlons”perpendlcular  and
parallel to the Iunctlon plane (Fig 11 -1). The astigmatic distance is defined as the distance
between the two apparent sources A large astigmatism must be corrected If the laser beam IS to
be accurately focused.
The beam of the laser diode diverges as shown In Fig. 10-3. In coupllng the laser to an external
device, such as a lens or glass fiber. the couplrng efficiency IS defined as the percentage of the
~otal power output of the laser which effectively enters the external device, (Fig 94-4).
The numerical a~erture describes the ability of a lens to collect Iiqht from a source placed at Its
focal point The rnaxtmum acceptance angie IS 6, as shown in FIj. 11-2
NA = slnd
The Ilght from a laser diode emlft!ng In an [deal single mode IS Ilnearly polarized parallel to the
junction plane Spontaneous emlsslon adds unpolarized Ilght which has a component of
polarization perpendicular to the junction plane The polarization raho IS defined as the ratio of
the component of polarization parallel to the junction plane to the component perpendicular to
the junction plane (Page 26)
When a laser beam IS focused by a lens, the beam becomes constricted at the focal point as
shown in Fig. 11-3 The radius at this constricted point IS referred to as the beam waist As the
figure shows, the beam diameter forms a hyperbolic curve along the beam path The curves that
tntersect perpendicularly to this beam shape are equivalent to wavefronts The wavefront at the
beam waist IS planar and those at all other points are spherical The relationship between the
beam waist and the wavelength is described by n,tioo  = A where the an9?l of dlver9ence Is 20
and the beam waist is tio d can be made as large as possible to make tio small, or wo can be
made as large as possible to make 6 small Further, the shorter the wavelength, the smaller the
beam waist WIII be
Laser diodes are extremely sensltlve to temperature. The threshold current Ith WIII Increase with
rises in temperature The dependence of threshold current on temperature has been observed
as Ith (T) mexp (T/To) To IS referred to as the characteristic temperature. The larger To Is, the
smaller the temperature dependence becomes.
The Incremental change In the laser diode junction temperature for an incremental change in
power dlsslpatlon
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